
teragéos

teradrain®

drainage geocomposite, 

a combination of geotextiles

and a network of mini-drains

Drainage plays a capital role in the stability and 
durability of your structures.
To produce a draining system, you usually have to 
procure selected aggregates - sometimes costly, geotextile 
filters and collecting drains.
Once these various supplies have been negotiated and 
coordinated, they must be applied in several time- and 
labour-consuming operations.
Sometimes weather conditions also play a role

teradrain® is an innovative geosynthetic product which 
improves, modernizes and facilitates the execution of drainage
mats, trench drains, drainage trenches and drainage blankets.
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The teradrain® draining system

consists of a combination of geo-

textiles and a network of perfora-

ted mini-drains, in ready-to-use

rolls. teradrain® filters, drains, 

collects and removes water, 

representing great progress by

comparison with current 

solutions.

waterproofing

teradrain® divides up the
drainage length to reduce it to
half the distance between two
mini-drains, by the well known
principle of dividing a big 
problem up into small portions
to solve it more easily.

Whereas uniform drainage
sheets or layers of stones have
to accumulate and convey all
the drained water toward the
outlets, teradrain® concen-
trates its draining effect bet-
ween the mini-drains.

The flow collected by each
mini-drain is then removed 
separately toward a main 
outlet. It is this principle that 
accounts for  the great  
efficiency of
teradrain®.  
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Advantages 

● teradrain® is a complete 

drainage system, which advan-

tageously replaces geotextiles,

aggregates and drains, playing

an effective separator and drai-

nage role. 

One truckload of teradrain® can

replace 100 truckloads of 

aggregates,

● light, flexible, in rolls, teradrain®

can be applied rapidly and easily

in optimal profitability conditions

on all sites,

● the assembly of strips by 

thermal bonding with a simple

hot gas gun is a major advan-

tage, for joining the strips together

and ensuring the continuity of 

filtration and drainage,

● teradrain® is designed for an

opt imal  performance and

reliability in the long run: filtration

and flow capacities preserved in

the long term under working

loads,  

● teradrain® protects the geo-

m e m b r a n e  l i n e r s  f r o m  

puncturing, 

● teradrain® drains the bases,

even on slopes, thanks to its 

tensile strength, 

● our advisers and our technical

department advise you before

execution, and the Drainsoft soft-

ware allows sizing,

● teradrain® is designed for an

optimal result, thanks to a very

extensive product range adapted

to each application,

● our supplies are covered by a

recommended insurance 

company.

teradrain
®

drainage geocomposite, 
a combination of geotextiles and 
a network of mini-drains

teradrain® is used 

in all construction work that requires drainage, 

as a replacement for or supplement to conventional draining

bases in aggregates, drains and geotextiles.

Mat, 

draining base

● road backfill

● roadbeds

● sports grounds

● soil consolidation

● foundation rafts (reservoirs,

buildings)

Coverings, 

drainage blankets, 

trench drains

● embankment retention

● stabilization of landslides

● landfill/waste storage covering

● reservoir embankments, dykes

Vertical draining barriers

● pavement edge barriers

● retaining walls (at the rear)

● reinforced soil masses, 

reinforced earth

● very deep drainage 

(isolation of storage sites)

our products
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Operation
The water contained in the soil

is filtered by the geotextile

sheets ar ranged on the 

surfaces of the product.

Once inside the sheet in the

drainage geotextile part, the

water chooses the easiest

path in the direction of the

greatest head losses, i.e. per-

pendicular to the perforated

mini-drains.

General description 
teradrain® i s  a  needle-

punched nonwoven geocom-

posite sheet comprising one,

two, three or four joined sheets

and incorporating a network of

regularly spaced perforated

mini-drains.

The outer surfaces are filte-

ring, with a permeability of 100

litres/m²/s, and of pore size 78

μm, while the central drainage

sheet is of high-denier fibres.

The ingress of water into the

mini-drains is instantaneous,

with a maximum head loss.

A length of only 30 cm is ade-

quate to collect the maximum

flow in the mini-drains!

The perforations at the bottom

of the grooves are therefore

opt imal.  The water f lows

toward the outlet via the 

teradrain® mini-drains.

A waterproofing film in heat-

sealable polyethylene can

be added for a water or gas

barrier.

The network of mini-drains

of  d iameter  20 mm is  

regularly spaced in the

sheet with a density ranging

from 1 to 4 drains per

metre; their unit flow 

capacity is 720 l/h vertically.

teragéos

teradrain®

drainage geocomposite, 

a combination of geotextiles

and a network of mini-drains
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Questions Answers

Are the mini-drains crushed? No, in practice in soils where the materials envelope the circular shape of 

the mini-drain and develop the lateral hooping effect. 

Mono-axial compression in cells up to 900 kPa was unable to crush these 

drains. In structures with up to 20 m of backfill or more, the mini-drains are 

not affected by the weight of the materials.

On the other hand, yes between two stiff plates between “the hammer and 

the anvil” you can always crush them, but that does not represent the soil

Are the mini-drains crushed? No, thanks to the “vault” effect of the soil skeleton around 

the circular shape of the mini-drains.

Is a mini-drain crushed locally If a mini-drain is crushed locally, the water coming in via 

by the impact of a block? removed via the perforations upstream of the cutoff point and routed 

through the drainage sheet toward the downstream perforations,

to re-enter the mini-drain.  

Can water enter the mini-drain Laboratory tests have shown that hydraulic head losses on entering 

easily? the mini-drains are high and that water enters instantly. 

How fast can teradrain® be teradrain® delivered in rolls 4 m wide, is installed like a geotextile,

installed? at the same pace, i.e. very quickly. 

How can links or joints be executed By simple thermal bonding with a hot gas or hot air gun, 

executed between teradrain® panels? very easily and quickly.

If I use  teradrain® on an embankment teradrain® advantageously replaces the puncture-resistant protection geotextile,

as a geomembrane liner, do I still need because the latter is included in teradrain and forms the base of the product;

puncture-resistant geotextile? the teradrain® base varies in mass per unit area from 200 to 1800 g/m².

If  teradrain® UV-resistant? Can teradrain® be manufactured with UV resistance? 

As a standard feature, the black sheet forming teradrain®

has good UV resistance.

What is the tensile strength of  teradrain®? teradrain® can be reinforced for a tensile strength up to 480 kN/m.

If  teradrain® an oriented Like for any drainage sheet, an outlet must be provided to recover waters; 

drainage system? teradrain® therefore has the advantage of being the shortest path toward 

the outlet for greater efficiency, without leaving water accumulation areas  

on the side.

What is the decisive drainage advantage It is the combination of the network of mini-drains and drainage geotextiles 

advantage of  teradrain®? which allows teradrain® to reduce the drainage distance to half the distance 

between drains. Then the mini-drains take over for removal of the collected  

flow. These mini-drains, relatively insensitive to compression in the soil, 

retain all their efficiency over time. 

compressions dans le sol, gardent toute leur efficacité dans le temps. 

For all products without integral drains, it is the edge of the product that must

by itself remove all the collected flow.

Detailed questions 

drain

drain

teradrain
®

drainage geocomposite 



Installation technique

● plan a layout drawing 

according to the drainage plan 

(location of drains, slopes).

The teradrain® drainage mat is

unrolled with the mini-drains

oriented in the desired direction

of drainage, generally downhill

if the membrane is being laid on

a slope, and so as to intercept

the collecting main drains,

trenches or ditches,

● prepare a flat, graded, 

compacted base, with no 

projecting elements,

● unroll the product on the

ground with a shaft passed

through the reel, or by hand, or

suspend it from a lifting beam,

● the strips' overlap depends

on the supporting soil: on a 

stable, graded soil 30 cm, on a

soft soil 60 cm to 1 m,

● the strips can be thermally

bonded together,

● execute joins between strips

and with the outlets according

to the diagrams opposite,

● cut out the product using a

cutter or scissors, wearing gloves.

● connecting sleeves to join  

join the mini-drains end to end

● geotextile sheets joined by

peeling and slotting together the

filtering and draining sheets

● connection to a drainage 

trench by diffusion

● connection to a drainage  

trench in the stone fill

● because teradrain® is 

flexible, it can also be used to

line the walls of the drainage

trench.

> 30 cm (stable soil)

> 100 cm (soft soil)

Connecting the end 

of a panel to a main drain

(vertically or horizontally) 

teradrain® sheet  
joining connection

wall

teradrain®

Connection to 
a drainage trench

Packaging

teradrain® is available in:

● 1 m x 50 m rolls
(degassing strips)

● 4 m x 50 m rolls.

teragéos
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F : filtering sheet   D : drainage sheet    E : waterproof sheet   T : mini-drains

type g/m2 use

FDF-T three-layer 

FDF200-T 500 In all structures with 

FDF300-T 650 soil in contact and water 

FDF600-T 900 intakes on either side

all earthworks in general

roads, railways, roadbeds, embankment stabilization, 

reinforced earth foundation, sports ground

FDE-T / FDEP-T three- and four-layer 

FDE200-T 500 In structures where  

FDE300-T 650 a barrier impervious to water 

FDE600-T 900 or gas is required, with soil in  

contact and water intakes  

on a single surface.

(the impervious surface of the 

teradrain FDEP-T

is protected by an additional

nonwoven sheet)

building foundations, underground structures, 

landfill coverings

building, covering, storage centre

FD-T two-layer

FD200-T 350 In all structures 

FD300-T 500 with soil in contact and water 

FD600-T 750 intakes on a single surface, 

FD700-T-UV 700 which is the case in contact 

with a geomembrane or other

wall. 

.

reservoirs, covering, storage centre, waste storage

D-T single-layer 

D300-T 300 in gas drainage systems

D600-T 600

reservoirs, covering, storage centre, waste storage

waterproofing

teragéos

Our specifications

▲ reservoir
p.99

▲ storage 
centre coverings
p.107

▲ waste storage
p.104

▲ embankment
protection
p.85

▲ embankment 
stabilization
p.95

▲ reinforced earth

foundation
p.93

▲ roads, 
railways, 
roadbeds
p.87

▲ sports ground
p.103

▲ building
p.111

teradrain
®

® range: public works, environment

Ask for:

● our up-to-date technical
data sheets

● application specifications

● technical assessments

● detailed references
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